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Abstract
Recent automatic storytelling methods mainly rely on key-
word planning or plot skeleton generation to model long-
range dependencies and create consistent narrative texts.
However, these approaches generate story plans or plots se-
quentially, leaving the non-sequential conception and struc-
tural design processes of human writers unexplored. To
mimic human writers and exploit the fine-grained, intrinsic
structural information of each story, we decompose auto-
matic story generation into sub-problems of graph construc-
tion, graph generation, and graph-infused sequence genera-
tion. Specifically, we propose a graph-infused dual condi-
tional variational autoencoder model to capture multi-level
intra-story structures (i.e., graph) by continuous variational
latent variables and generate consistent stories through dual-
infusion of story structure planning and content learning. Ex-
perimental results on the ROCStories dataset and the CMU
Movie Summary corpus confirm that our proposed model
outperforms strong baselines in both human judges and
widely-used automatic metrics.

Introduction
Human-made stories generally consist of a series of lo-
cally coherent events or actions, connected by an overar-
ching structure (Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin 2019). To auto-
matically generate coherent and fluent content, current state-
of-the-art techniques mainly consist of two themes. Some
existing models (Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin 2018a; Zhang
et al. 2019; Goldfarb-Tarrant, Feng, and Peng 2019) ex-
ploit a hierarchical generation pipeline to model long-range
dependencies. Others have generated stories by first creat-
ing intermediate elements e.g., events (Martin et al. 2018),
skeletons (Xu et al. 2018a), keywords (Yao et al. 2019),
verbs (Tambwekar et al. 2019), arguments (Fan, Lewis, and
Dauphin 2019) and then generating the story conditioned on
these given elements. By converting long sequence model-
ing to relatively short dependency learning, these methods
effectively enhance the consistency of generated stories. Al-
though they achieve noticeable improvements, these meth-
ods rely highly on the recent success of sequence modeling
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judging time Sent 1: the announcer called out fran 's name.

Sent 5: after the judges handed in their scorecards, fran  exited the arena.

Sent 2: she walked her lamb, edna, into the small arena. 

Sent 4: fran stopped walking allowing the judges
to look over edna.

Sent 3: edna 's white coat looked like a giant cotton ball.

Figure 1: Case A is a typical case of planning based story
generation process, while case B represents a more human-
like situation for story composition.

methods via sequentially outputting each intermediate ele-
ment. By doing so, the modeling of intermediate elements
with multi-level structure information degenerates to con-
structing a sequential learning model, which neglects intra-
story structures, i.e., interactions between the intermediate
elements and story sentences.

To capture intra-story structures, we proposed to lever-
age multi-level interconnected structural information to
automatically generate full stories. Specifically, we com-
bine state-of-the-art storyline planning (Yao et al. 2019;
Goldfarb-Tarrant, Feng, and Peng 2019) and hierarchical
generation methods (Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin 2018a) to
structure both the keywords and each sentence of the story.
We consider different types of structured interactions, in-
cluding sentence-level connections and keyword-sentence
interactions, which presents a more human-like situation for
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Figure 2: The overview of the GraphD-CVAE.

story composition. Figure 1 gives example cases to intu-
itively demonstrate the difference between generation with
and without interconnected keywords and sentences.

In this paper, we propose a novel graph-infused dual
conditional variational autoencoder (GraphD-CVAE), based
on the standard CVAE model (Sohn, Lee, and Yan 2015),
to capture and seamlessly fuse structure information into
story generation. We first extract keywords and then de-
sign a graph construction strategy to extend the keywords
with sentence-level connections and keyword-sentence in-
teractions to form an intra-story graphical structure, where
each vertex represents a keyword or a sentence. To cap-
ture content-aware structure information, we also utilize a
variational graph autoencoder (VGAE) (Kipf and Welling
2016) as a down-sampling strategy to obtain a contextual-
ized graph for generating each sentence. To fuse the graph
information into a story generator, we implement a dual con-
nection between the VGAE model with a CVAE story gener-
ation module. By doing so, our proposed method can capture
content-aware and structure-aware intra-story information in
the story generation process.

We evaluate our method on two benchmark datasets, in-
cluding the ROCStories dataset (Mostafazadeh et al. 2016)
and the CMU Movie Summary corpus (Bamman, O’Connor,
and Smith 2013), which comprise of everyday short sto-
ries and long narrative texts, respectively. Automatic eval-
uation results confirm that our proposed method can cap-
ture long-range dependencies and multi-level interactions.
Through taking structural information into account, our pro-
posed method generates human preferable stories.

Model Overview
Our proposed pipeline evolves from the recent progress in
decomposing the challenging story generation task into a
few specialized stages to model high-level dependencies
(Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin 2019). We structure the story
generation task as three sub-problems: keyword extraction,
story graph construction, and story content generation. Here,
we will provide a brief overview of our GraphD-CVAE
model and then further delve into more details.

To prepare training data for solving these sub-problems,
we first leverage the RAKE algorithm (Rose et al. 2010)
to retrieve keywords for each story automatically. Next, the
keywords of the story are expanded to a graph by adding
each story sentence as a vertex and calculate the correlations
between each other. By doing so, the constructed graph can

Algorithm 1 Graph Construction

1: Input: The extracted keywords K, the story S
2: Output: The story graph G
3: Require: Edge weight calculation method λ
4: Tokenize keywords K and story S into words
5: for keyword k do
6: Assign k to vertex vki ;
7: end for
8: for sentence s do
9: Assign s to vertex vsi ;

10: end for
11: for vertex vi and vj ∈ (vk ∩ vs) do
12: Calculate edge weight: wij = λ(vi ,vj)
13: end for

capture multi-level interconnected structural information of
the story, including keyword-to-sentence and sentence-to-
sentence correlations. To this end, each story has a story ti-
tle, a group of keywords, and a story graph representing the
intra-story structure.

Figure 2 presents an overview of our proposed GraphD-
CVAE model. We first utilize the pre-constructed title-
keyword pairs to train a generation model for conducting
keyword planning given a story title as input. Then, we com-
bine the story title and the corresponding keywords of each
story as the input of the graph CVAE (G-CVAE) module to
automatically generate a graph for each story. The content
CVAE (C-CVAE) is then tasked with automatically compos-
ing each story using both the input title, storyline keywords,
and intra-story structure (i.e., graph) as input. We also devise
two interactions between the G-CVAE module and the C-
CVAE module to facilitate generating content-aware graphs
and structure-sensitive stories.

Graph-Infused Dual CVAE Model
In this section, we will elaborate on each module of our pro-
posed model, i.e., keyword extraction, graph construction,
content CVAE, and graph CVAE.

Keyword Extraction
As mentioned before, a story title T = (w1, w2, w3, ..., wn)
is first given as input. We then conduct storyline planning to
obtain keywords K = (k1, k2, k3, ..., km) from the given ti-
tle. Concretely, we follow the setting of Yao et al. (2019)
to sequentially extract keywords from the existing story
dataset using the RAKE algorithm (Rose et al. 2010), which
combines word-frequency based and graph-based metrics to
weight the importance of each keyword. The extracted pairs
of titles and corresponding keywords are used to train a lan-
guage model conditioned on given story titles.1

Graph Construction
Algorithm 1 gives the details for constructing the story
graph. Specifically, given the keywords K, and the story

1We follow the same method of Yao et al. (2019) to extract
storyline keywords.
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Figure 3: The detailed architecture of the Graph-Infused Dual Conditional Variational Autoencoder Model.

S, we first perform tokenization 2, and then assign each
keyword ki and sentence si to vertex vki and vsi , respec-
tively. Finally, we construct the edges between each ver-
tex by applying the edge weight calculation method λ. In
this paper, we utilize the simple and effective co-occurrence
word count method for edge weight calculation by calcu-
lating the co-occurrence word count between two vertices
(Li et al. 2019b; Yin et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019). Note that
this method can automatically calculate edge weight with-
out training or learning. After the graph construction step,
each input story title correlates with a graph, which captures
the structural information between keywords and sentences.
We then use these title-graph pairs to train the Graph CVAE
module for generating the story graph during inference.

Dual CVAE

As shown in Figure 3, the Dual CVAE part consists of a
content CVAE and a graph CVAE.

Content CVAE Module, is responsible for generating the
story content. Following (Li et al. 2018), the CVAE works in
an encoder-decoder manner. The encoder is a bi-directional
recurrent neural network (Bi-RNN) (Berglund et al. 1997)
with gated recurrent units (GRU) (Cho et al. 2014), which
encodes the target story S and condition c into the follow-
ing representation: s = [

−→
S ,
←−
S ]; c = [−→c , ←−c ]. In our case,

the condition c is the concatenation of the story title T and
the extracted keywords K, which is also used for the graph
CVAE module. After encoding, the prior network and recog-
nition network are introduced to approach the real prior dis-
tribution pθ(zc|c) and the posterior distribution qφ(zc|s, c).
We assume the variational approximate posterior is a mul-
tivariate Gaussian N with a diagonal co-variance structure

2http://www.nltk.org/

qφ(zc|s, c) = N(µ, σ2I), implemented as a linear mapping[
µ

log(σ2)

]
=Wq

[
s
c

]
+ bq (1)

Similarly, the prior pθ(zc|c) is also another multivariate
Gaussian distribution N(µ′, σ′2I) which is parameterized
by a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with a tanh(·) activation
function. Note that the recognition network is only applied
during the training stage while the prior network is applied
during the inference stage.

The decoder is a hierarchical RNN (Serban et al. 2016).
The hidden state of the higher-level RNN and the lower-level
RNN are calculated by,

h<h>0 =f(W x[zc, c, g])

h<h>i =f(W xh
<h>
i−1 +W yh

<l>)

h<l>i =f(W xh
<h> +W yh

<l>
i−1 +W zwi−1)

(2)

where the h<h> is the hidden state of the high-level RNN
that guides the generation of each sentence. h<l> is the hid-
den state of the lower-level RNN for generating each word.
The initial hidden state of h<h>0 is the concatenation of the
latent variable zc, condition c, and the output of the graph
CVAE module g, which will be introduced in below.

Graph CVAE Module, generates a story graph given the
story title, keywords, and pre-constructed story graph. In
other words, the target of graph CVAE is to reconstruct a
graph given the specified condition c, i.e., the combination
of story title and keywords. To encode the story graph, we
convert the graph into an adjacency matrix and uses a RNN
to encode its representation, denoted as g (You et al. 2018).

Since the story graph represents the relations between
keywords and each sentence, it is crucial to take into ac-
count both the keywords and story content. Accordingly, we
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parametrize the prior network and the variational approxi-
mate posterior as pϑ(zg|zc, c) and qψ(zg|zc, c, g), where zc
is the latent variable of content CVAE mentioned above. Af-
ter acquiring the latent variable zg , we then pass it to the
decoder to generate the story graph. The decoder of the G-
CVAE consists of a MLP with ReLU activation function
and a MLP with sigmoid activation function. The output g
would further be given to the C-CVAE module through a
linear transformation to guide the story generation process.
Through the G-CVAE module, the model learns to model
the intra-story structure based on story content zc, input title
T, and keywords K.

Infusion. Given the keywords K, the story title T, the story
graph g, and the story S, the GraphD-CVAE model jointly
encodes them into latent variable zc and zg and further de-
code them to generate the corresponding story. Formally, the
GraphD-CVAE models the joint probability of the encoded
story s and the story graph g as below:

p(s, g) =

∫
dzc

∫
dzg

p(s|g, c, zc)p(g|zc, zg, c)

p(zg|zc, c)p(zc|c)dzcdzg
(3)

where zg is drawn based on zc from a conditional prior net-
work pϑ(zg|zc, c).

Both content CVAE and graph CVAE are optimized by
maximizing the log-likelihood over the story s and the story
graph g conditioned on c. Below we state the training objec-
tive of s and g in equation 4 and 5 respectively:

Lc(θ, φ; s, c) = Eqφ(zc|s,c)[logpθ(s|zc, g, c)]
−KL(qφ(zc|s, c) ‖ pθ(zc|c))

(4)

Lg(ϑ, ψ; g, c) = Eqψ(zg|g,zc,c)[logpϑ(g|zg, c)]
−KL(qψ(zg|g, zc, c) ‖ pϑ(zg|zc, c))

(5)

where θ, ϑ, φ, ψ are the parameters of the networks. More-
over, to tackle the vanishing latent variable problem, we
present the bag-of-word (bow) loss (Zhao, Zhao, and Eske-
nazi 2017) to force the model to capture global information
of the target story, written by

Lbow(φ; s) = Eqφ(zc|s,c)[logp(sbow|zc, g, c)] (6)

In training, we jointly optimize the loss of the C-CVAE
module, the G-CVAE module and the bow loss (equation 7):

Ltotal = Lc + Lg + Lbow (7)

Experiment
Dataset
We train our story generation models on two widely-used
datasets (May and Knight 2018; Luo et al. 2019; Wang and
Wan 2019; Li et al. 2019a; Martin et al. 2018), i.e., the
ROCStories dataset and the CMU Movie Summary corpus.
The ROCStories dataset 3 (Mostafazadeh et al. 2016) consist
of 98,163 high-quality hand-crafted stories that can capture

3http://www.cs.rochester.edu/nlp/rocstories/

causal and temporal commonsense relations of daily events.
Each story in the ROCStories dataset consists of one story
title and a five-sentence paragraph, in which the average
length of each story content is approximately 43 words. The
CMU Movie Summary corpus4 (Bamman, O’Connor, and
Smith 2013) extracted from Wikipedia consists of 42,306
stories that contain concise summary of the corresponding
movies. Each movie title is paired with a movie summary
that contains multiple sentences. The average length of the
stories in the Movie Summary corpus is approximately 310
words, which is much longer than the stories in the ROC-
Stories dataset. This allows us to evaluate the effectiveness
of our model in generating either short or long stories with
intra-story structural information. To conduct experiments,
we split these stories into 8:1:1 for training, validation, and
testing.

Baselines
We compare the performance of our proposed model with
the following necessary baselines:

S2S, the standard Sequence to Sequence model
(Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014), which serves as the
benchmark of a significant number of natural language
generation tasks. In our implementation, a story title is given
as the input of the model to generate the story sentence by
sentence.

HCVAE, an augmented conventional Conditional Varia-
tional Autoencoder (CVAE) model with a hierarchical de-
coder, employed to investigate the performance of our pro-
posed model without story planning and graphical informa-
tion guidance.

Hierarchical, a strong model for story generation (Fan,
Lewis, and Dauphin 2018b), which exploits a hierarchical
generation pipeline and a self-attention enhanced convolu-
tional sequence to sequence model to generate stories. We
utilized this model to explore the effectiveness of integrating
structural information to the model when generating long
stories.

Plan and Write, is also a top-performing story genera-
tion model on the ROCStories dataset (Yao et al. 2019). The
model first creates a group of storyline keywords with an in-
put story title and then generates the story sentence by sen-
tence given the previous extracted keywords. This baseline is
utilized to explore the influence of infusing intra-story struc-
ture information for short story generation.

Draft and Edit, is also a strong story generation model
(Yu et al. 2020), which exploits a multi-pass hierarchical
conditional variational autoencoder model to first create a
story draft then recursively polish the initial draft to generate
consistent and diversified content. We utilized this baseline
to explore the effectiveness of integrating structural infor-
mation to hierarchical model.

D-CVAE, an ablation model, which generates stories
without the keyword information. In this case, the graph will
be constructed to model sentence-level structure informa-
tion, i.e., each vertex refers to a sentence in the story.

4http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼ark/personas/
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Dataset Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 Distinct-1 Distinct-2 Distinct-3 Distinct-4

R
O

C
Stories

S2S 23.34 8.46 3.50 1.62 0.60 2.22 5.19 8.87
HCVAE 29.41 11.20 4.37 1.85 1.88 12.33 35.03 61.02

Plan and Write 27.49 11.65 5.44 2.77 0.82 4.62 12.36 23.55
Draft and Edit 29.39 11.02 4.25 1.76 1.99 14.82 40.73 67.40

D-CVAE 29.79 11.45 4.50 1.92 1.95 13.90 38.41 64.98
Key-CVAE 29.64 11.74 4.79 2.07 2.00 15.30 42.07 68.61

GraphD-CVAE 30.08 11.88 4.84 2.13 2.05 17.56 46.89 73.87

M
ovie

Sum
m

ary

S2S 17.40 7.13 2.65 1.01 0.09 0.30 0.68 1.19
HCVAE 25.73 10.82 4.15 1.57 0.36 1.64 4.55 9.25

Hierarchical 27.61 10.78 3.53 1.24 0.35 2.34 8.02 18.53
Draft and Edit 24.35 9.99 3.67 1.34 0.52 2.43 6.60 13.06

D-CVAE 29.16 11.97 4.40 1.62 0.59 2.89 8.10 16.31
Key-CVAE 27.45 11.50 4.32 1.64 0.83 3.86 10.08 19.27

GraphD-CVAE 28.90 12.00 4.46 1.71 0.92 4.15 10.59 19.99

Table 1: Automatic Evaluation Results: BLEU-n represents BLEU scores on n-gram (n = 1 to 4); Distinct-n denotes to the
n-gram distinctness score (n = 1 to 4)

Key-CVAE, an ablation model, which is employed to
compare the performance of the GraphD-CVAE model with-
out the graph CVAE module. In this case, only the story title
and keywords are provided in the story generation process
(no structural information involved).

Model Settings
We use the following parameters and hyperparameters to
train our model. We set the word embedding size to 300
and the graph embedding size to 32. The hidden state di-
mension of the graph encoder and decoder are set to 64. The
hidden state dimension of the content encoder and decoder
are set to 500. The latent variable size of the content CVAE
and graph CVAE are set to 300 and 32, respectively. All
trainable weights are initialized from a uniform distribution:
[−0.08, 0.08]. We optimize models using the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba 2015) and set the mini-batch size to
80. To avoid gradient explosion, the gradient clipping strat-
egy is applied (Pascanu, Mikolov, and Bengio 2013). We set
the clipping value to 5. Finally, we train the models with a
learning rate of 0.001.

Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate stories generated from different models, we uti-
lize the following widely-used automatic metrics and human
judges.

BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002), is an automatic metric that
has been widely used to evaluate story generation models
(Martin et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2018a; Li et al. 2018; Yao
et al. 2019), which can measure the degree of overlapped
words between the predicted stories and the golden stories.
Although computing BLEU scores for story generation is
controversial, we still present the BLEU scores to align this
work with previous studies.

Distinctness, measures the wording diversity of gener-
ated stories by calculating the proportion of distinctive n-

grams (Li et al. 2016).
Human Evaluation, analyzes the generated stories in the

aspect of human beings. Specifically, we conduct pair-wise
comparisons in a blind way. We randomly sample 100 story
titles to generate stories using each generation model5. We
then allocate two different stories with the same story title
to human evaluators and ask them to mark the better story
based on the three criteria: consistency (whether the story
is logically consistent), wording diversity (whether the story
is narrated with diversified wording), and overall preference
(which story the human judges most prefers). Each story is
evaluated by five human judges.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 and Figure 4 present the automatic evaluation and
human evaluation results on the ROCStories and Movie
Summary datasets. Figure 5 supplements a few representa-
tive story instances with intra-story structure presented. We
analyze these results from the following perspectives.

Quantitative Analysis
Keyword planning effectively increases the wording diver-
sity of the story content. Keyword planning provides the
model with better storyline guidance, which forms an initial
planning on the story content. Based on the results of the
distinctness score in Table 1 and the wording diversity score
in Figure 4, we can see that story planning can effectively
improve the diversity of the generated stories.

Moreover, as shown in Table 1, we found that conven-
tional keyword planning method is crucial for short story
generation, since it can provide useful information during
the generation process, however, when the story content gets
longer, we found that stoyline information would be insuffi-
cient and even leads to keyword vanishing problem (i.e. the

5For fairness, we trimmed all generated stories to 200 words.
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(a) ROCStories (b) Movie Summary

Figure 4: Human evaluation results on three criteria, i.e., consistency, wording diversity, and overall preference.

model tends to ignores keyword information when generat-
ing long-length content).

Fusing structural information increases the consistency
of the story. Introducing structural information of the story
allows the model to learn the interrelation between keywords
and sentences. Based on the results of the BLEU score, the
correlation score in Table 1, and the consistency score in
Figure 4, we can observe that infusing graphical informa-
tion allows our model to generate much more consistent sto-
ries. However, we also found that short stories have better
consistency compared to the long ones. This might be due
to the fact that long stories require more complicated intra-
story structure modeling compared to the short stories, while
structurized keyword-content planning may be insufficient.
This points out the future direction for generating longer sto-
ries with other structural information modeling.

Integrating D-CVAE with keyword planning can gener-
ate an overall better story. Based on the results in Figure 4,
we observe that in short story generation, our model outper-
forms the hierarchical based methods in both the consistency
and wording diversity criteria. However, we found that the
consistency score is slightly lower when comparing to the
S2S and plan and write model. The reason is that these mod-
els tend to generate repetitive words, which from a human
perspective, would regard these stories consistent. However,
because of the high repeatability content, it jeopardizes the
wording diversity of the story, confirmed by the relatively
low wording diversity score in the human evaluation results.
This results in a higher overall preference percentage of our
proposed model. On the other side, for long story genera-
tion, our model has outperformed all baseline models in the
consistency, wording diversity, and overall preference crite-
ria, showing that structuring story content is crucial for long
story generation. To sum up, with prior keyword planning
and story structure information fusion, our model can gen-
erate overall human preferable stories.

Case Study and Future Work
Figure 5 shows representative short and long stories gener-
ated by our proposed model. As presented in Figure 5, by

looking at the intra-story structure of each story6, we could
observe that through fusing graphical information, it allows
the model to not only learn the relations between keywords
but also consider the linkage between sentences. With such
information, the model could better model the intrinsic story
structure and generate structurized story content instead of a
plain left-to-right narrative.

Owing to the promising results of modeling structural
information along with keyword planning for story gen-
eration, we could further consider introducing more com-
plicated intra-story structure modeling such as knowledge
graph, character graph and action graph. Moreover, since
our proposed model degenerates story generation process
into different sub-problems, we could also apply better ex-
tensive graph processing, story planning methods and large
pre-trained models under the framework for both short and
long story generation in the future.

Related Work
Neural Storytelling and Text Generation
As one of the tasks of text generation (Chen et al. 2018,
2019; Chan et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020; Gao et al. 2020),
automatic storytelling requires to generate a sequence of
sentences with logically connected contents throughout a
passage. Early story generation methods mainly focus on
planning-based or case-based approaches (Manshadi, Swan-
son, and Gordon 2008; Riedl and Young 2010; Gervás et al.
2004; Montfort, Marcus, and Prince 2007), which are re-
stricted to domain knowledge. To extend domain-specific
models to unknown domains, Li et al. (2013) proposed to
generate stories with crowdsourced plot graphs. Recently,
researchers focused on generating stories with storyline or
intermediate representations, e.g., short descriptions (Jain
et al. 2017), events (Martin et al. 2018), prompts (Fan,
Lewis, and Dauphin 2018a), skeletons (Xu et al. 2018a),
keywords (Yao et al. 2019), to enhance the consistency of
the generated content. Li et al. (2019a) presented a cache-

6Blue nodes denotes to each sentence of the story; Grey nodes
denotes to the extracted keywords.
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Figure 5: Short and long stories generated by our proposed model.

augmented conditional variational autoencoder model to
generate stories with wording diversity and thematic consis-
tency. Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin (2019) decomposed story
generation into a series of easier generation task to cap-
ture high-level interactions between the plot points. Yu et al.
(2020) proposed a multi-pass hierarchical CVAE model to
first create a story draft and then recursively polish the
draft to generate consistent and diversified stories. Liu et al.
(2020) presented a character-centric storytelling model that
decomposes the story generation process into two-steps, in-
cluding action prediction and sentence generation to provide
fine-grained control on the story generation process. Unlike
previous research, we explicitly capture intra-story structure
information to generate better stories.

Graph-based Text Generation Network
Recently, Graph Neural Networks (GNN) has attracted
growing attention to managing graph-structure data and have
achieved impressive performance on many natural language
generation tasks. Xu et al. (2018b) proposed to use a graph-
based model to encode SQL queries in the SQL-to-Text task.
Hu et al. (2019) utilized a graph to represent the relations be-
tween different speakers in multi-party dialogue generation.
Li et al. (2019b) drew the graph from long Chinese articles
and generated coherent comments with structure-aware con-
tent. Yin et al. (2019) proposed a graph-based neural sen-
tence ordering model to learn the semantic representations
of sentences in long texts. Koncel-Kedziorski et al. (2019)
further adopt GNN to capture the relational structure and

generate text without imposing linearization or hierarchical
generation constraints. Hsu et al. (2020) leveraged external
knowledge graph for visual storytelling. Different from the
aforementioned models, we mainly zero in on generating
graphs from a continuous latent space to model intra-story
structures and infuse structure information in the story gen-
eration process.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a graph-infused dual conditional
varitional autoencoder model to generate both content-
aware and structure-aware stories. To capture intra-story
structural information, we first generate storyline keywords
given the story title and further extend the keywords and
content to form an intra-story structure. The obtained intra-
story structure is then infused to the story content generation
process via the dual connection between the graph CVAE
module and the content CVAE module. Through decom-
posing story generation into intra-story structure learning
and content modeling, our model can generate better stories.
Pair-wise comparisons on both short and long story corpora
confirm that human judges prefer stories generated by our
model.
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